Catchment Partnership
Newsletter August 2020
Traditionally a quieter month with many folks managing to get away on holiday, there are
still a few updates from around the catchment for August. Other projects are still
progressing in the background, hampered as for many people by the Covid-19 situation,
but hopefully as we move into the autumn we will be able to update on more delivery on
the ground and plans for the winter ahead.

Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust would like your help to
understand more about life after lockdown
It has been an uncertain time for a number of months now and Nottinghamshire Wildlife
Trust are looking to see how it has impacted on their supporters and partners so they can
plan for a better future. To take part, please complete the survey below (it can be anonymous if you would like) then when they have all the responses collated they can share it
with you. https://www.nottinghamshirewildlife.org/life-after-lockdown

Talking about Nature Recovery in the Idle Valley
The great work taking place to enhance nature’s recovery in the Idle Valley was celebrated
on Radio 4 recently when Polybell’s James Brown and Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust’s
Janice Bradley took centre stage for the World at One. Listen to the interview here – it
starts 38 minutes and 36 seconds in.

Delivery update on ‘Riverlands’ in the Poulter
Catchment
Project Title: Riverlands/Alter the Poulter - River Poulter & Clumber Lake
Partners: National Trust, Alter the Poulter members
What: This project has a strong focus on tackling phosphate in Clumber Lake (SSSI and
failing Priority WFD waterbody) through removal of significant algae growth (blanket
weed), planting macrophytes and appropriate marginal vegetation (incl. reedbed habitat).

Where: Idle & Torne, Clumber Lake NGR: SK6421975212. Clumber Lake is a Lake WFD
waterbody (GB30433056) ("Moderate" overall status; 2016 C2). It is a priority waterbody
for EMD Area. It currently fails for Total Phosphorus, Phytoplankton, salinity and mitigation
measures. Water industry sewage discharges have been attributed as the major reason for
Phosphorous and Phytoplankton failures, with poor agricultural soil management as a
minor contributor. The lake sits within the Lower Poulter river waterbody.
The Lower Poulter is at “Poor” overall status (2016 C2) with failing phosphate,
macrophytes and hydrological regime. Water quality problems are attributed to WwTW
discharges and transport drainage. There is evidence of agri-diffuse sources within this
catchment itself, and of nutrient recycling (i.e. phosphate source) within Clumber Lake.
A previous EA funded study showed that years of high P input to the lake has resulted to
high levels being bound up in sediments which is released in summer and utilised by
blanket weed for excessive growth. The suggestion by the Catchment Science Centre was
that the P is constantly being cycled in the lake which means despite the reduced P from
sewage effluent now due to P-strippers it will never reduce, or only very slowly, in the lake.
Hence if the blanket weed is removed annually there is a reducing quantity of P to be
cycled. The blanket weed cover also blocks sunlight and prevents oxygenating macrophytes
from re-establishing.
Primary Objective: Address increased phosphate level in Clumber Lake
Outputs:
•

Weed removal, reed rafts and coir rolls

•

Macrophyte and reed planting



Reed rafts and coir rolls

Total Cost: £14,900 WEIF Capital, £18,000 Partnership Cash, £32,320 Partnership (in kind) =
Total £65,220
cont. over

Benefits:
•

Improved water quality through reduced sediment input,

•

Reduced phosphate sources and habitat improvements

•

KMs enhanced: 0.3 km (based on area of lake in km2 as given on CPS as per guidance)

Tips and lessons learnt:
•

Early application to Natural England to apply for the appropriate SSSI licences because a change in

their processes caused delays to the capital works, this was exacerbated by the weather and subsequent
water levels

•

Have a Plan B for capital delivery in case of poor weather conditions.

Next steps:
•
National Trust to monitor the growth success of the plants and ensure that failures below an agreed
threshold are replaced by the nursery.
•
Monitor the water quality within Clumber Lake SSSI to see if the introduction of macrophytes has
had a beneficial impact.
•

Look towards wider catchment improvements to lower Phosphate levels in the Poulter.

Before:

After:
Environment Programme role:
The EP programme provided £14,900 WEIF capital funding and supported the National
Trust through applying for the grant. We worked in partnership with the National Trust to
develop the project and deliver on WFD benefits for the River Poulter catchment and the
Clumber Lake SSSI.

Project Title: Riverlands/Alter the Poulter - Targeting diffuse-agricultural pollution
Partners: National Trust (Riverlands), Alter the Poulter members, Landowners
What: The project will deliver 3 interventions highlighted in a report written in 18/19.
These interventions include; silt traps, pond restoration and leaky dams installed in field
drains leading to Walling Brook; feasibility and design of a water meadow restoration at
Cuckney Dam; and feasibility and design of a scrape at Creswell.
Where: Idle & Torne, Poulter NGR: approx. central SK5623973653
Wider context: The project has been proposed by the Poulter Catchment Partnership. This
is a key partnership between the Welbeck Estate, the National Trust and the Environment
Agency (alongside Notts Wildlife Trust, Severn Trent Water, Natural England and
independent consultants). This project will use the outcomes from a report (funded by
WEIF Revenue 2018/19).
This project will enhance up to 1km of waterbody, 85m2 pond restoration and designs for 2
further interventions ready for delivery in future years. Capital interventions address
phosphate RNAG, plus associated improvements on habitat/morphology through reduced
sediment input into the watercourse to improve the upper Poulter.
Primary Objectives: • Reducing phosphate loading of the watercourse by reducing
agricultural pollution through stopping the source – pathway - receptor routes, •
Habitat restoration, • Slowing the flows in the upper catchments, •
Prepare
“shovel ready” projects by conducting feasibility and design up front
Outputs: •
2 designs for “shovel ready” interventions (a scrape at Cresswell and water
meadows restoration at Cuckney Dam), •
4 leaky dams installed in field drains leading
to Walling Brook, • 2 silt traps installed upstream of Walling Brook Wood, •
1 online
pond restored, up to 85m2 in area, • 0.4km waterbody length improved
Total Cost: EA WEIF contribution was £15,000, but we underspent at £13,000, this was a
cost saving due to contractor quotes coming in cheaper and doing some capital works in
house through Welbeck Estates
EA WEIF funds were matched by Welbeck Estates who contributed £12,500 in time and
cash funds.
Benefits: • Estimated KMs enhanced: 1km, • Improved water quality through reduced
sediment input, reduced phosphate sources and habitat improvements, • Established and
effective partnership for working within this catchment, • NFM benefits included through
slowing the flows and reducing sediment loading, • Improved wetted habitat
Cont. over

Tips and lessons learnt: •
2 “shovel ready” projects for future delivery, •
Have
permissions and documents agreed early in the year to avoid poor weather at the end of
the year
Next steps: • Post-project monitoring to demonstrate effectiveness, •
Continue
feasibility for 2 designed interventions to develop for delivery in 20/21, • Continue to
identify interventions and develop interventions identified in the existing documents
Before—silty flowing channel

Pond overgrown, silted up

After—Cleared out and coppiced pond adjacent to channel to hold flows and allow for
sediment deposition Leaky dam in place., installed during very bad weather, demonstrates
how it will slow flows and prevent excess sediment from continuing downstream.

Environment Programme role: EP had a pivotal role in the success of this project. The
Poulter catchment stakeholder group has been through some significant member changes
of recent years and this has taken some adjustment. EP supported all the partners through
the changes and acted as a spokesperson for positive change.
Under a Collaborative Agreement, Welbeck Estates and the EA were in partnership to
develop these 3 interventions and the EP team provided Welbeck Estates with a lot of
support to navigate through the agreement process and to develop these interventions
with the environment at the heart of the activity.
Finally, the EP team contributed £15,000 of WEIF capital funding to the proposed works
within the catchment, through Welbeck Estate’s cost savings, there was an underspend.
The EA also provided technical advice throughout the process.

River Idle Maintenance Update August 2020
Grass Cutting
We have completed our first grass cut of the River Idle, and are in the final stages of our
second cut, we anticipate that this will be finalised within the next week. Following this, we
will be undertaking our third and final cut.
Figure below: Grass cutting undertaken at Haxey

Weed Cutting
We undertake two types of weed cutting – by hand through Retford centre and by boat or
amphibious craft throughout the rest of the Idle. Our boat/amphibious cutting season
started on June 16th - after the majority of fish species have finished spawning. Prior to
weed cutting by boat we completed some enabling works in the channel - this involved removing a few lower branches which were overhanging the channel and likely to hold-up
weed once cut. Whilst weed cutting, we measure the level of dissolved oxygen (DO) before, during and after cutting. If the levels are too low, we refrain from cutting to prevent
any environmental incidents.
Future Maintenance and Works
Over the remainder of the summer and into autumn, we will be completing our usual
maintenance activities:
- Further Grass Cutting
- Continued Weed Cutting by Boat
- Additional Weed Removal by Excavator (November)
- Vermin Control

Cont. over

River Idle Maintenance Update August 2020 cont.
November Weed Removal Update
We are meeting with Isle of Axholme Drainage Board in the coming weeks to identify a
stretch for weed removal between Bawtry and West Stockwith Pumping Station. Once an
appropriate area has been identified, they will undergo environmental checks by our internal Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology teams, further updates will be sent the
group as they become available.
The Environment Agency are also undertaking some weed removal by excavator between
Tiln and Bawtry over the coming years. We are looking to start works towards the end of
October, and this year, we will be working between Chainbridge Lane and Wiseton.
Treework
We have started to plan our winter 20/21 season. Areas have been identified in the following areas:
- Retford
- Tiln to Wiseton
- Misson
- Idle Stop to Railway Bridge
Works will be subject to environmental checks by our internal teams and will commence
from October, until the end of February.
Further Information
If you require further maintenance information, please phone the customer service line
and ask for your enquiry to be passed to Fran Brownhill.

Rebuilding soil with livestock
What would you do if farming the way you’ve always farmed was not working anymore?
Would you keep on following the industry’s recommendations or would you search for alternatives? In this short interview, one farmer talks about his experience of shifting thinking
away from ‘this is what we’ve always done’ to a more flexible approach to farming. Watch
the whole interview (it’s only 6 minutes long) to hear more about using livestock to help
build organic matter, increase water holding capacity and many more benefits of adopting a
new approach.

Quiz time!

https://quiz.tryinteract.com/#/5f3e2f6410ebe90014b15967

CaBA Data and Evidence Forum 2020
Taking an evidence based approach to catchment planning and delivery is key to
undertaking effective projects with multiple, co-ordinated outcomes in appropriate
locations.

Some of you may have participated in the Catchment Data & Evidence Forum and webinar
programme over three days in August including:

Advancing data sharing between the UK Water Industry and CaBA
Data and evidence to support habitat restoration and nature recovery
Designing a water quality investigation
Making catchment data more accessible to end users
Connecting communities with natural capital: An evidence base.
For anyone who was unable to attend or who would like to share with colleagues the
recordings from all of the above events, together with Q&A summaries and links are now
available on the CaBA website at https://catchmentbasedapproach.org/learn/catchmentdata-and-evidence-forum-2020/
Over the next few weeks they will finalise the various summary documents discussed
during the week and make these available via the same page.
For a round-up of the event and presentations, there’s a great blog from one of the
attendees here.
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